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T HAS been another record-breaking year for Johnston

Racing. Mark’s achievement in overhauling Richard

Hannon Senior as Britain’s winningmost trainer of all

time has been the obvious highlight, but this year’s

Kingsley Park campaign has also seen significant new

benchmarks set for the yard in relation to prize-money earned

and the total number of winners sent out by the yard in a

calendar year.

In Britain alone, Kingsley Park’s representatives have

earned more than £4.25m in prize-money, cruising past our

previous best total and crashing through the £4m barrier for

the first time. And, having recorded 216 British wins twice, in

2009 and again in 2013, the current season has seen our horses

break new ground, pushing our winning mark up to 220.

As everyone who reads this column will know, it was Mark

who first achieved, in 2009, a double-century of British Flat

wins. The record for British winners in a calendar year is,

however, currently held jointly by Richard Hannon Senior and

Richard Fahey. In his final year of training, Richard Hannon

recorded a tally of 235, and this was matched by Richard

Fahey in 2015. Since setting those records, both yards have

managed just one double-century each, scoring 206 and 200

respectively.

Given this year’s mammoth total in comparison to our

rivals, it seems reasonable to suggest that Johnston Racing is

best placed to launch a realistic assault on the record in 2019. I

couldn’t help wondering the other day what kind of schedule

would be required on a month-to-month basis to point the way

to the magic figure of 236.

Channelling my ‘inner James Willoughby’ (recently of this

magazine!), I decided to look for a statistical pointer as to what

winning rate might be required to set a new mark. Alas, as I

lack James’s affinity for and skill in analysing statistics, what

follows is better described as a hopeful rather than scientific

enterprise, but nonetheless I like to think of it as a blueprint for

Kingsley Park’s continuing success in 2019.

I took as my starting point the average number of British

winners trained by Kingsley Park each month over the past

five years (four in the case of December). That gave me the

totals in column 2 of my table. 

I then expressed those monthly averages as percentages of

the total, and then applied those percentages to a notional,

record total of 236, giving me, after a minimal, but admittedly

random, rounding of the numbers, the column 3 figures for the

monthly scores needed to amass the record number of winners

across the year. 

The column 4 figures, actual British winners recorded by

Kingsley Park in each month of 2018, serve to underline how

difficult a task it will be to take the record. That said, not one

of the monthly tallies in the “Need for 236” column would

represent a ‘best ever’ Kingsley Park score for that month.

As Rob Brydon would no doubt say, this whole exercise has

been ‘just a bit of fun’, but wouldn’t it be great if 2019 were to

pan out like this? Watch this space.

Off the bridle
by JOHN SCANLON

I

UST as Members of Parliament are required to declare

outside interests, I think it is only right and proper that,

having recently dipped my toe into ownership within the

Kingsley Park string, I should declare those interests in this

column lest I be accused of bias in any future scribblings.

Firstly, I have acquired a share in one of the latest Kingsley

Park partnerships, KP11. This consists of two colts (by

Fountain of Youth and Dream Ahead), and one filly (by

Gleneagles). The management can rest assured that, despite the

fantastic success of KP10, I have signed up principally for the

fun, fellowship and thrills which I hope to derive from

following the fortunes of three young racehorses across the

next couple of years, and not in the expectation of any

financial return.

It was nice to meet up with many of the other partners at

Kingsley Park recently, and I look forward to meeting them on

course as the youngsters embark on their racing careers next

spring.

Secondly, I could not resist the opportunity of acquiring a

share in Cupboard Love through Owners Group 022, for the

princely sum of £48, inclusive of VAT. 

For the time being, I’ve decided to draw the line there, as I

could not face the prospect (or expense) of appointing a

Racing Manager, a Bloodstock Adviser and a retained jockey

to deal with my string. I think I’ll leave that to Mark, Deirdre

and Charlie....

J
**************************************************

ONGRATULATIONS to jockey Franny Norton who

has landed his first century of winners in a calendar

year at the tender age of 48. Like fine wine, he is getting

better with age! Well done, Franny!

Month Avg Winners Need for 236 2018 Actual

January 7 7 6

February 6 7 7

March 13.2 15 11

April 13 15 11

May 26.4 30 38

June 36.6 41 44

July 41 46 42

August 25 28 24

September 20.8 24 20

October 12 14 12

November 5 6 6

December 2.75 3

Total 208.75 236 (220)

**************************************************
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